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A NEW INVERSION ALGORITHM FORRETRIEVAL PRECISIONS OF THE OBJECTIVEPARAMETERS ON HIGH RESOLUTION IMAGES
Abstract

An idea of parameter inform-�xing is proposed to segment the parameterset in inversion. Based on these new ideas, a new inversion algorithm calledtwo-step inversion method is proposed. It is to solve undetermined problem ina constraint optimization way. It reveals as a better way to take advantage ofthe information of prior knowledge with a stable inversion and to improve theretrieval precisions of the objective parameter.
The essence of quantitative remote sensing is inversion. But with the limitationof observation acquisition method, remote sensing inversion problem can not avoidinformation shortage. As a result, quantitative remote sensing inversion is ill-posedin essence. In order to solve the problem, proposed Multi-stage inversion theorybased on Uncertainty and Sensitivity Matrix (USM), which made an important de-velopment of quantitative remote sensing inversion theory. Non-linear undeterminedremote sensing inversion problem is more complex. Moreover, it is more di�cult toquantitatively control the information ow in inversion process and improve theinversion precision of retrieval parameters.Based on local thermal balance, thermal infrared radioactive transfer equationcan be expressed as the following non-linear functional integral equation:
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The �rst term of (1) represents surface emission to space. The second term in(1) is the up welling atmospheric thermal emission contribution. The third termdenotes downward atmospheric thermal emission reected back to space by theEarth's surface. The fourth term represents the solar beam radiance reected backto space by the surface. However, (1) is still a complex di�erential integral equationeven though the �nal term is omitted. (1) with surface-reected solar beam termmay be approximated in the numerical perturbation form by
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Where the perturbation � is with respect to an a-priori estimated or mean con-dition, tbis a MAS band brightness temperature vector, Kts , K", Kt and Kq are theweighting functions of surface temperature (ts), surface emissive ("), atmospherictemperature (t) and water vapour (q), respectively, i is the atmospheric quadratepressure level ( i=1,. . . ,ls, from space to surface), j denotes band number, and ls isa quadrate level of the surface pressure. For simplicity, variable � has been omittedin the weighting functions.(2) can be expressed in its matrix form as
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Taking MAS as data resources, and (1) as the inversion model, 21 equationscan be listed with mid-infrared and thermal infrared data as the observations. Theparameters to be retrieved include 40 levels for atmosphere temperature pro�le,40 levels for water vapour pro�le, two surface emissivities in the midwives (3-5�m)and long wave (8-14.5�m) regions respectively and land surface temperature (LST).Obviously, the retrieval solution of (3) is used to solve 83 unknown parameters with21 observations (bands 30-50) and reveals as an ill-posed problem. In order to reducethe parameters to be retrieved, empirical orthogonal functions (EOF) technique isusually applied. Parameters can be expressed as (5) with EOF technique applied.
�x = MX

i=1 fi�i = V f; (5)
where �i is the i-th eigenvector, fi is the i-th expansion coe�cient, and Mdenotesthe number of terms. V and f represent the eigenvector matrix and coe�cient vectorrespectively. And the retrieval equation can be expressed as:

�tb = K�x = KV f = bKf; (6)
where �x = V f (7)
and KV = bK: (8)

The Information and Information Controlling in Regularization In-version. Practically, people are usually interested in a certain parameter or somecertain parameters (which are called target parameters), or only need to improvethe precision of the target parameters. The objective of our research is that how tocontrol more information to ow to the target parameters in order to improve theirretrieval precision.First of all, a measuring system is needed for controlling the information owin the inversion process. We continue to use Shannon entropy decrease as an infor-mation metering [2]. Secondly, it is necessary to measure the information changebefore and after inversion, which is expressed with the prior uncertainty and poste-rior uncertainty of the parameter. The most importance is that there should be amechanism for controlling the information to ow to the target parameter. With the
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analysis on the information of the observations and prior knowledge, a quantitativeexpression for the optimum regularization parameter is deduced on some conditions.With the reference of USM inversion theory, we also proposed a fuzzy method forquantitatively segmenting data set based on USM. Combined with correspondingparameter set segmentation, the retrieval precision of the target parameters hasbeen improved e�ectively.It is prerequisite to introduce an information metering system to remote sensinginversion for constructing the theory of quantitative remote sensing inversion. In[2] introduced information entropy to remote sensing inversion on the condition ofthe assumption of normal distribution of the prior error for linear inversion model.They compared di�erent inversion methods according to Shannon entropy decreaseShannon entropy decrease and estimated the regularization parameter for linear reg-ularization inversion. However, there are some connatural limitations of linear modeland normal distribution assumption, whose posterior distribution keeps normal dis-tribution through linear model. For Shannon entropy with the assumption of normaldistribution, its value is only related to the determinant value of covariance matrix.And the normal distribution is controlled by the expectation and covariance matrixonly. Obviously, the linear model and normal distribution are the special assump-tions, which are ideal both for calculation and theory. Consequently, it is di�cult tosimply extend it to complex nonlinear ill-posed remote sensing inversion problem.Taking land surface parameters inversion problem as an example, the �rst prob-lem to be solved is information expression. Continue to use information entropy asinformation metering, then the di�culty is the distribution of the parameters. Firstof all, the prior distribution of the parameter does not follow the normal distributionusually. Even though on the assumption of prior normal distribution of the param-eter so as to simplify the problem, the posterior distribution of the parameter mightbe multi-peak due to the nonlinear model. As a result, it possibly makes trouble forthe calculation of the information entropy and the analysis of information based onmaximum Shannon entropy decrease, and even becomes a choke point for posteriorparameters estimation in inversion. Obviously, new tools should be introduced intoremote sensing inversion in order to describe the posterior distribution of retrievalparameters more accurately.But there are not suitable new tools to use yet, in light of Shannon entropydecrease, with the consideration of the nonlinear essence of the inversion model andto avoid the distribution of the parameters, we are trying to take the precision ofretrieval parameters as a measuring purpose. The work is a prior research of thenew tools mentioned above. We hope to provide some quantitative references forquantitative remote sensing inversion while it is di�culty to measure the posteriordistribution of the retrieval parameters.A suitable inversion method is very important for inversion, and quasi-Newtoniteration method and regularization method are used to retrieve land surface andatmosphere parameters simultaneously in our study.Mark the forward radioactive transfer equation model mentioned above as theoperator F (X) = Y ; Where X and Y are multi-dimension random variables in n; l{dimension space 
n and 
l. Operator F : 
n ! 
l is a nonlinear operator from 
nto 
l. Common inversion methods take the solution of the nonlinear least squareproblem with regularization parameters added as follows to approach to the solutionof the original problem.

J (X) = kY m � F (X)k+  X �X0 : (9)
(9) contains two parts, observation error and prior knowledge error. Where kk
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is de�ned as

kY m � F (X)k = (Y m � F (X))T (Y m � F (X))X �X0 = �X �X0�T C�1p �X �X0� : (10)
Where X0 is a prior expectation of the retrieval parameter X for increasing thestability of the inversion, and Cp is the covariance matrix of X0. Generally, Newtoniteration method reveals better e�ect on solving minimization problem. However, in[3] pointed out that the traditional Newton iteration method had some disadvantagesin convergence speed and inversion precision. Therefore, the Gauss-Newton iterationmethod is utilized here.

Xn+1 = Xn � J 00 (Xn) J 0 (Xn) : (11)
With the omission of matrix of the operator F in the second derivative, theQuasi-Newton iteration formula is generated as follows:

�Xn+1 = �F Tn Fn + C�1p �F Tn (�Yn + Fn�Xn) ; (12)
where �Xn+1 = Xn+1 �X0; �Yn = Y m � F (Xn) ;and Fn is the �rst Freshet derivative matrix of operator F at Xn. Combined withEOF technique, (12) is transformed to:

fn+1 = �KTF Tn FnK + KTC�1p K��11 F Tn K (�Yn + FnKfn) : (13)
Where is the transformation matrix of EOF, and

�Xn = Kfn:
The analysis based on the iteration equations mentioned above reveals that theinformation owed into retrieval parameters contains two parts: information fromthe observations and information from the prior knowledge. The  in (9) as priorinformation ratio, which clearly clari�ed the parameter physical meaning from theperspective of information analysis of remote sensing inversion. Some authors be-lieved that it is di�cult to choose parameter . Usually,  is set by experience. Thekernel problem of regularization inversion is the choice of parameter . Unreason-able  will result in non-converge of the approximate solution. The [3] proposed animproved discrepancy principle to choose the regularization parameter (the smoothfactor) quantitatively and not experientially with iteration method. The resultsshowed that the improved method had much better results compared with that ofthe empirical methods. However, since  is also derived by iteration, whether converges still should be considered. In fact, we usually face the fact that  does notconverge and could not get the optimum  in our test. Moreover, the optimum which Li deduced based on discrepancy principle is on condition of the assumptionof linear model, and the improved method changed the expanding point in iterationin order to keep the nonlinear characteristic of the original problem. However, itis not sure that the solution is the optimum based on the original deduction. Fur-thermore, the derived initial  based on the discrepancy principle is not so crediblein the case of larger di�erence between the initial value and the real. And that iswhy  does not converge in our experiment in many cases. On the assumption thatevery iteration step is linear, we deduce optimum  in every iteration step. To sometune, every iteration step is regarded as a linear process, and the optimum  ensuresShannon entropy decrease is maximum in every iteration.
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For the linear inversion problems as AX = Y , the prior entropy (Shannon en-tropy) and the posterior entropy can be calculated as follows [2]:

Hprior (X) = lnn(2�e)n=2 � jCpj1=2o (14)
Hpost (X) = lnn(2�e)n=2�

�
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If we assume that observation errors in each component of data point Y in theobservation space are mutually independent, and let covariance matrix as follows:
cov (Y ) =

0
B@
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We expect to reduce the uncertainty of the parameters by inversion. The entropydeductionHprior (X) -Hpost (X) indicates the decrease of the parameters uncertaintyafter inversion, and also means the total information used for retrieval parametersprovided by observation data.Mark f () = jcov (Xpost)j, given �2, and f () is a function of . The maxi-mum Shannon entropy decrease corresponds to the minimum value of f (). In [3]concluded that f () has only one minimum point  � �2 when >0 with graphicalmethod. For common linear inversion models, we draw a conclusion that f () hasa unique minimum point  � �2 when >0.For land surface inversion problem, we try to choose the regularization param-eter with maximum Shannon entropy decrease in each iteration from the view ofinformation ow.Since what we are concerned is the change of the parameter entropy after theinversion. (12) can be expressed as (17):
�F Tn Fn + C�1p �Xn+1 = C�1p X0 + F Tn F (Xn) + F Tn FnXn (17)

It is clear that each retrieval result is controlled by initial value, observation dataand the inversion result of last iteration. There is a nonlinear operator F at the rightside of the (17). Because of the nonlinear quality of F , the covariance of randomvariable F (Xn) should be estimated approximately. The common is linearization.Namely, it is replaced by the following linear operator:
F (X) = F � ~X�+ F 0

�X � ~X� (18)
For our problem, we select �Xn as the point at which nonlinear operator F ex-pands, so: F (X) = F (Xn) + FnX � FnXn (19)
Adding the above equation to (17), we have
�F Tn Fn + C�1p �Xn+1 = C�1p X0 + F Tn Y m � F Tn F � �Xn�+ F Tn Fn �Xn (20)
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Then, calculate covariance at both sides of (20), note that

�F Tn F � �Xn�+ F Tn Fn �Xn
is no longer a random variable with given �Xn, then�F Tn Fn + C�1p � cov (Xn+1) �F Tn Fn + C�1p � = 2C�1p + �2F Tn Fn (21)

The result is the same as linear operator, similarly, we can get the optimum = �2. Then we believe that  = �2 is the optimum regularization parameter withthe information of observations and prior knowledge used most e�ectively in everyiteration. However, since we estimated posterior covariance of the parameters withlinear approximation, the information change and the entropy are rough estimations.A more precise estimation of the posterior distribution of the inversion process isexpected in more e�ective way.Remote sensing inversion problem is complex in essence. In order to improvethe inversion precision of the target parameters, with understanding the physicalmeaning of the parameters in inversion and taking Li's inversion theory as references,segmenting the parameter set and data set and multi stage inversion strategy etc,we have proposed the fuzzy data set segmentation and parameter set segmentationstrategy. The new data set and parameter set segmentation strategy includes theparameter set segmentation with in�rm-�xing strategy and the two-step inversionstrategy with weighted observation data set segmentation based on USM. The two-step inversion strategy solves undetermined problem with undermined method andenhances the precision of the retrieval target parameter determinately. It reveals asan e�ective method to take good use of the information of prior knowledge.
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